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FINITE ELEMENT NONLINEAR GALERKIN COUPLINGMETHOD FOR THE EXTERIOR STEADY NAVIER-STOKESPROBLEM�1)Yin-nian He Kai-tai Li Fu-hai Gao(College of Siene, Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an 710049, China)AbstratIn this paper we represent a new numerial method for solving the steadyNavier-Stokes equations in three dimensional unbounded domain. The methodonsists in oupling the boundary integral and the �nite element nonlinear Galerkinmethods. An arti�ial smooth boundary is intrdoued seperating an interior in-homogeneous region from an exterior one. The Navier-Stokes equations in theexterior region are approximated by the Oseen equations and the approximate so-lution is represented by an integral equation over the arti�ial boundary. Moreover,a �nite element nonlinear Galerkin method is used to approximate the resultingvariational problem. Finally, the existene and error estimates are derived.Key words: Navier-Stokes equations, Oseen equations, Boundary integral, Finiteelement, Nonlinear Galerkin method.1. IntrodutionNonlinear Galerkin methods are multilevel shemes for the dissipative evolutionpartial di�erential equations. They orrespond to the splittings of the unknown u :u = y + z, where the omponents are of di�erent order of magnitude with respet toa parameter related to the spatial disretization. The numerial proedure onsists ofintroduing an approximate inertial manifold whih is a simpli�ed approximation forthe small omponent z. In partiular, z is often obtained as a nonlinear funtional of y.These methods have mainly been studied in the ase of Fourier spetral disretizations(see [1-4℄). The Finite elements approximations are onsidered in [5-8℄. However, theseworks do not apply to the steady exterior Navier-Stokes equations.Our purpose here is to present a new numerial method for solving the steadyexterior Navier-Stokes equations. First, we introdue an arti�ial smooth boundary�2 separating an unbounded part 
2 from a bounded part 
1. Then the Navier-Stokes equations in 
2 are approximated by the Oseen equations. By use of the Green� Reeived Deember 5, 1996.1)Supported by NSFC & State Key Major Projet of Basi Researh.



596 Y.N. HE, K.T. LI AND F.H. GAOformula, we derive the oupling problem of the Navier-Stokes equations in 
1 ombiningthe boundary integral equation over �2. Next, we present the oupling method of theboundary integral method and the �nite element nonlinear Galerkin method for solvingthe oupling problem. Finally, we prove the well-posedness of the approximate problemand analyse the ouvergene rate of the approximate solution. Our result show thatthe �nite element nonlinear Galerkin oupling method is superior to the usual �niteelement Galerkin oupling method presented in the paper [9℄.2. Continuous Coupling ProblemLet 
0 be a simply onneted bounded open set of R3 with smooth boundary �and let 
 denote the omplement of 
0 [ �. The steady Navier-Stokes problem for auid oupying 
 onsists in �nding the veloity vetor u of the uid and its pressurep� sah that (N � S)8>>>>><>>>>>: ���u� + (u� �D)u� +rp� = f in 
div u� = 0 in 
u� = � on �u�(x)! w0 as x!1Here the oeÆient � > 0 is the dynami visosity of the uids, f represents a densityvetor of external fores and � is the veloity vetor of the ow on � satisfying theondition Z� � � nds = 0, where n denotes the unit vetor normal to �, exterior to 
,and w0 is a onstant vetor. Moreover, we assume that f has a ompat support in 
.For simpliity, we deal with the homogeneous boundary ondition ase of � = 0 inthe sequel, but all the results stated here will still hold if the trae � on 
 is any givensuÆient smooth funtion that admits a solenoidel extension (div u = 0) in 
.For some suÆient large real number R, we introdue an arti�ial boundary �2 =fx 2 
; jxj = Rg embedded in 
, separating an unbounded region 
2 from a boundedregion 
1 suh that 
1 ontains the support of f and ((u � w0) � r)u is suÆientlysmall in 
2. We shall also denete by n the unit vetor normal (from 
2) to �2.With above assumptions, we introdue an approximation (u; p) of (u�; p�) suh that(u; p) satis�es the following oupling problem
(N � S0)8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:

���u+ (u � r)u+rp = f in 
1div u = 0 in 
1uj� = 0; �(u; p) � nj�2 = �+���u+ (w0 � r)u+rp = 0 in 
2div u = 0 in 
2uj�2 = u�; limjxj!1u(x) = w0


